I assume that not all readers are au courant with the so-called crisis in legal education. Therefore, it may be useful to offer a brief description of the current problems of the legal profession and the consequent debate occurring among legal educators, bar officials, judges, and lawyers. Propelled by the recent attention to the decline in law school applications, the unseemly deception practiced by some legal educators to jigger important numbers, and the retrenchment in the legal services market, that debate has manifested itself in a proliferation of books, articles in journals and the higher education and legal trade press, and the blogosphere's dissemination of scholarship as well as the contrarian viewpoints from snarky disappointed law graduates. Because of the disproportionate role played by lawyers in U.S. society, there has been some concern about whether or not the current difficulties will end in a better situation or a return to a troubled Eden.
My own take on these various issues is that, though many see a crisis in legal education and are proposing draconian remedies, such an assessment is hyperbolic because (a) the problems are not new, even if they are more evident; (b) a number of the problems are not specific to law, but have characterized other professions and fields of study that compete for entrants; (c) law schools have made serious efforts to adjust, including some overdue downsizing; (d) students face increased difficulties in paying for their legal education, but Congress has acted to ameliorate some of the debt issues, in ways that have not yet fully played out, and, in any event, a number of schools provide part-time study; e) to the extent that there is a crisis, it is global and is most evident in the constriction of the traditional lawyer job market; and hence, f) it cannot be addressed solely by reforming U.S. legal education or even U.S. higher education overall. Even though it is not sexy or quotable to caution about overreaction, some of the suggestions for reform would likely harm more than help-especially the increased use of contingent faculty and the deregulation of the accreditation process. Virtually all the proposals have the same mantrathat the regulatory and accreditation process have led to cookie-cutter law schools and a failure to experiment. On the contrary, I see a great variety of experimentation, and a greater need for regulation and quality control. I confess, it is an oddly-establishment position in which I have found myself lately, odd inasmuch as I have always viewed myself as an outsider to the legal education enterprise. I had always assumed that I would be remembered, if at all, for my work on the Dirty Dozen List, a shaming mechanism that I organized from approximately 1987, just five years after I entered law teaching, until about a dozen years later, when I declared victory and went home. I had identified nearly 40 law schools with no Latinos on their full-time faculty and successfully pressured the listed schools into hiring nearly 50 Latino and Latina law faculty. After investing a great deal of time and effort, I decided then that I would not continue to be the seed bank or racial cop, and ended the project. [1] Today, there are over 240 Latino law faculty in the many ranks of law schools, and five of us have been selected to serve as presidents of the Association of American Law Schools (AALS) in the last ten years, including two in a row and three of the last five. These may seem small victories, but they are huge symbolic and substantive achievements, akin to Justice Sonia Sotomayor having been seated on the U.S. Supreme Court.
A dozen years later, after a surprising turn as President of the AALS (the third of the five), I find myself in the odd position of being considered such an insider that critics of the enterprise have excoriated me as a knee-jerk defender of the faith and the status quo. One sad blogger denounced me as "A Profile in Academic Myopia,"
[2] while a recent legal scholar who wrote a critical book on legal education ridiculed public testimony I delivered for the AALS before accrediting authorities, defending tenure systems and full-time faculty governance. He sneered: "Olivas's suggestion that we perform the important task of modeling 'selflessness' for law students is specious at a time when legal educators are paid handsomely for what we do." [3] While this Radical Teacher forum is not a venue for airing grievances (I was also accused of having a "ratty assed beard" to which, I suppose, I must plead guilty), it must be noted that critics from the right and the academic left have zeroed in on a handful of issues that have to do with pedagogy and the curricular delivery of legal education, which I acknowledge here so that outsiders will be aware that there are deep dissatisfactions in the legal academy, a number of which are generic and unlikely to be resolved in part because they are, well, unresolvable or due to economic restructuring beyond the control of law faculties.
I begin with the premise that many of the problems being encountered by legal education are cyclical, and that they have affected all of higher education, are contextual, vary across institutions and sectors, and are unlikely to resolve themselves apart from a general academic recovery.
But these are not new. They have surfaced in different guises throughout the history of legal education, and even within my thirty-plus years as a law teacher. In some respects, the recent dissatisfaction reminds me very much of other academic fields where there were once glory days, and where a major restructuring was undertaken, such as in the academic fields of English (which I left after my Master's degree, when I saw the likely employment possibilities), and the other Humanities, all with longstanding declines still in evidence. I insist that my arriving at these conclusions is not a sign of liberal indolence or faculty featherbedding (Tamanaha), of my being unsympathetic to students (Third Tier Reality), or of my being a liar (an American Bar Association (ABA) official said so in public). [4] I begin with the premise that many of the problems being encountered by legal education are cyclical, and that they have affected all of higher education, are contextual, vary across institutions and sectors, and are unlikely to resolve themselves apart from a general academic recovery. All law teachers should be concerned with the fast-churning events and troubled by a number of the markers and revelations, and many are.
A leading Cassandra is Professor Brian Z. Tamanaha, whose apocalyptic 2012 book Failing Law Schools is a shrill call to arms, a substantial work of powerful charges and dire solutions, well-written and arriving at a crucial time in legal education, in the United States and worldwide. I give his views great deference because his book has captured the zeitgeist, because it is widely influential, and because his views contrast sharply with mine on how we might remedy the situation.
The Many Moving Parts in the Political Economy of Legal Education
Here, then, I list some of my assumptions about legal education, many of which I readily note are congruent with those of Professor Tamanaha. A number of states, faced with ruinous economic conditions, are reducing their subsidy to public collegiate institutions. [5] This development and the rising cost of private education have meant that it is harder for students to finance education in any field of study without substantial borrowing. [6] Many students already arrive at law schools with substantial obligations and compromised credit worthiness. [7] Some states have privatized their public law schools, rapidly increasing the tuition prices. [8] Private law school tuition costs have continued to outstrip the consumer price index. [9] Thus, law student debt loads have also increased substantially. Professor Tamanaha is at his best in chronicling these developments, carefully laying out the way that debt issues arose, and giving examples of the extraordinary costs being incurred by the increased costs of legal educations, ones that have affected both ends of the spectrum, from the fabulously successful Yale Law School charging $50,750 in 2010 to the lowest-tier John Marshall in Atlanta, whose students "graduated with an average law school debt of $123,025, among the highest in the country. Many of its graduates did not get jobs as lawyers. Whether accredited or unaccredited, the school remains at the bottom of the Atlanta-area law school hierarchy and its students will have limited opportunities for employment." [10] He attributes this dire situation to the required ABA accreditation process, where, he avers, opaque and collusive governance oversight enables legal educators to coerce all law schools into meeting higher (and more expensive) standards: "Now, however, students must pay a premium that attaches to accreditation, not just because it costs more to run an accredited law school but also because the market-based tuition price of an accredited law school is at least $10,000 higher than an unaccredited school." [11] Even though he thoroughly notes and critiques these differences in law schools, he nonetheless argues that ABA accreditation is a cookie-cutter process that flattens out difference. He also holds that its high costs are borne largely by students and that proposals to loosen some of the important ABA standards "would allow . . . greater flexibility and variation among law schools." [12] His logic fails in these mutually-exclusive assertions about the diversity of the two hundred or so (ABA-accredited or provisionally-accredited) law schools in the United States and the accreditation provisions that have enabled so many styles and approaches to bloom.
Every law school has its own admissions trajectory and narrative, and the national aggregate data are very volatile and episodic. Schools did fine and no one couched the scoring in apocalyptic terms back in 1987-88 or 1994-2001, when there were fewer LSAT takers than there were in 2011-12 (130,000). [13] Many of these issues are interconnected, including the strength of the postbaccalaureate job market, perceptions about overall degree value and professional opportunities, international testtaking and immigration trends, and other features over which the legal education complex has little or no control. In volatile times, some schools lean into the wind and increase their size and even their number of locations, as did Cooley School of Law, while others downsize their student bodies, faculty, and staff. [14] Cruel fates await schools that guess wrong, in either direction, but I read these institutional responses as major differentiating features, not as evidence of convergence and uniformity.
And, most importantly, these developments are always relative-compared to what? In a difficult postbaccalaureate job market, law schools historically have been reasonable and accessible alternatives to medical school, MBA programs, and other graduate or professional career paths for college graduates. Post-baccalaureate professional students in the United States and the world form the talent pool, and most can choose among professions. Law schools will always fare well in this competition, especially when U.S. graduate students are declining as a part of that whole, when it costs more to become a physician and establish a medical practice, and when corporations are subsidizing fewer MBA enrollees among their employees. [15] The worldwide economic restructuring across professional sectors has also affected these fields, as well as other possible choices such as pharmacy, allied health professions, dentistry, and public administration. [16] [17] No matter how the cycle turns, there will always be competition for and among potential law students, and this will occur whether or not law school tuitions increase. And there are only so many choices from which pre-professional students can select. Not everyone will be Bill Gates or Steve Jobs, dropping out of elite colleges to found corporate enterprises and change the world. Law schools will survive and a number will even flourish, and if some do not--well, Darwinian forces are nothing new.
[18]
In perhaps the most ominous sign of change, the law firm and legal employment markets are being affected and restructured in ways that have led and will likely continue to lead to lower legal employment opportunities; structural changes and irreversible firm arithmetic are likely to result in lower salaries and more contingent lawyer workforces.
There is a dismal story about the debt loads being forced onto some law students to pay for the upscale law schools, chasing prestige and enrollments, and Professor Tamanaha makes indirect references to the cost of living and forgone wages that round out the cost of legal education; he and many others have considered this trend. [19] But he is silent on how many law students live beyond their means while in law school, failing to economize as they might. Any frank appraisal of professional school costs would have to include accurate and useful information on this matter. Noting it as a problem more under the control of students than are tuition increases is not being insensitive or blaming the victims, just being perceptive. As for tuition costs, students have more information about their choices than in the past, but there are still substantial information asymmetries that can lead to imperfect selfassessments, leaving students with a poor sense of which law school may be better for their own portfolio of accomplishments and achievements.
The
The accreditation process of the ABA deserves better than critics allow, not in all its particulars, but as an overall safeguard of institutional quality as is required by the federal government for financial aid eligibility purposes. That the process requires all two hundred law schools to be the same or to operate similarly is contradicted by their patent variability and diversity.
Up until approximately 2008-2009, many law students were in a position to finance the cost of their college and professional education with subsidized loans, which they repaid from employment in a well-compensated profession, where career earnings improved over the trajectory of lawyers' careers. All the components of this equation are shifting, and the equation itself is unlikely to continue as a working model for many of our students. [20] Without the complex regime of relatively inexpensive and subsidized student loans, many students could not assume the growing risks of undertaking law study, at least not in the traditional three-year format of full-time enrollment. Not all enrolled students or their families will be able to avail themselves of stricter lending requirements. At the least, the costs of borrowing are likely to increase, postponing repayment of debts while also substantially increasing that burden. At the urging of legal educators, Congress adopted both an income-based contingent repayment plan and a public interest loan forgiveness program, but law students have not used them as widely as they should (and likely will). Undertaking long term debt is problematic in many dimensions, and the plans will require legislative revision, especially for the possible long-term tax consequences, but they provide a pathway to legal education that should be a serious consideration for many law students. [21] In the summer of 2013, both Houses of Congress agreed, as they rarely have as of late, to provide student loans with more predictable interest rates, tied to national productivity standards; the loans had risen to much higher rates for a short period, before all parties recognized the ripple effect that would occur if borrowing money were unattractive. [22] In perhaps the most ominous sign of change, the law firm and legal employment markets are being affected and restructured in ways that have led and will likely continue to lead to lower legal employment opportunities; structural changes and irreversible firm arithmetic are likely to result in lower salaries and more contingent lawyer workforces. As one sign, major U. S. law firms are "outsourcing" legal work to staff attorney law firms in lower-cost cities; some outsourcing of routine legal work to foreign countries has been evident for years. [23] While relatively few international lawyers seek or gain employment in the United States, several observable trends will likely result in a more globalized legal job market; these include bar admissions pressures, international General Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS) negotiations, and other flattening trends in international legal education. In some instances, these will lead to decreased opportunities for U.S. lawyers, at least those who speak only English. [24] All these developments, virtually none of which are in the control of the legal education enterprise, have detrimentally affected the employment prospects of new lawyers, and for that matter more senior attorneys, as law firms reorganize along traditional corporate lines and cut their workforces. [25] These are daunting developments, knocking out or reducing the possibility of law school, especially for students from poor families, for first-generation college graduates, for immigrant families, and for minority communities. [26] Because these communities are growing and will provide the applicants for future law classrooms, these developments are ominous and unforgiving. I do believe that recent critiques have proven to be a needed wakeup call.
Unfortunately, Tamanaha's argument is largely an attack upon the full-time faculty model of legal education, which he identifies as a combination of self-serving governance, faculty self-indulgence, and law school greed, all of which combine to rob students of genuine choices and to require these duped students to subsidize the expensive lifestyle preferences of law professors: [27] As I wrote in a column to AALS member readers, the indispensable features of legal education in the United States are like our democratic processes: worse than anything except the alternatives. Can it really be a good idea to discourage or limit faculty scholarship? Increasing the number and percentage of contingent and transitory faculty will diminish the overall quality of the enterprise, and should be resisted vigorously, rather than regressing to the churning mean of a part-time faculty, serving as independent contractors. [28] As in any large debate over fundamental principles, those wishing to change a longstanding, well-articulated, successful, and robust status quo have the burden of persuasion. This said, a downsizing of legal enrollments and a slowdown in accrediting new law schools will most likely prevail, even with wrenching consequences for a number of law graduates and their schools. Some schools, especially lower quality and marginal proprietary institutions, may close, a rueful but not necessarily bad result. To effectuate these difficult decisions, more regulation should be exacted of the producer schools, including more difficult school entry standards and criteria, not the self-governing, deregulated, and laissez faire universe Tamanaha prefers, especially if it remains largely subsidized by taxpayers.
Conclusions, for now
Length limitations preclude my giving deserved attention to proposals for curricular reform, which reflect deep-seated differences in worldview. It is safe to say that the major fulcrums on which legal education balances today are 1) a proportion between the longstanding tradition of doctrinal case law study and the more recent insistence upon practical training and developing practice skills, and 2) finding the best and most efficacious means of providing such professional instruction. Even small-town lawyers with traditional bread and butter general practices are in need of specialized training, international knowledge, and transactional skills. While the need for general legal services has never been greater, virtually all areas of law now require the comprehensive and specialized knowledge previously reserved for detailed transactions or complex litigation. As one example, it is inconceivable that a family law or criminal lawyer in Santa Fe, New Mexico or Newark, New Jersey could genuinely and competently represent clients without knowledge of basic comparative law or immigration law. Negotiating what used to be a good result for one's DUI client could be disastrous in today's practice if she were a non-immigrant or undocumented resident.
No law school would willingly enter a caste system and offer the legal equivalent of cosmetology. Nevertheless, the halo effects of institutional hierarchies already convey substantial privilege, and I fear that offering alternative vehicles for variegated legal instruction will exacerbate this differentiation.
The increasing specialization and complexity of legal practice has led many observers to suggest that law school itself should become more specialized, offer J.D. "majors," or provide various certification programs that would carve out specialties. [29] But I do not accept the premise that increasing specialization, particularly the rise of J.D. "majors" and specialty certification programs, is a good or necessary development, for several reasons that I have spelled out in detail elsewhere. [30] No law school would willingly enter a caste system and offer the legal equivalent of cosmetology. Nevertheless, the halo effects of institutional hierarchies already convey substantial privilege, and I fear that offering alternative vehicles for variegated legal instruction will exacerbate this differentiation. There is, at the undergraduate level, a chasm between collegiate institutions and proprietary schools, one that could become prevalent in legal education between elite, comprehensive law studies and more occupational, short-term lawyer trade schools. Shaping law schools around occupational niches, or creating shorter-term programs, would lead to a weakened version of law school and an undesirable, paraprofessional alternative. In at least one state, Washington, this sorting out of professional licensing has led to paralegals and legal assistants being certified to undertake litigation-related activities that lawyers, especially apprentice lawyers in training, used to do. Proponents of such radical changes should bear a very large burden of persuasion. To the extent that law schools are heading down this ill-advised path towards specialization, I urge that they reverse the trend. We cannot simply hope that the problems will resolve themselves or that the cracks evident in the infrastructure will heal. This is not a feeble and reflexive defense of the status quo, and I share the concerns for our students and graduates, having spent all my professional life trying to serve them. It is no accident that a disproportionate number of lawyers serve in business and corporate enterprises, as well as in positions of governmental leadership and civic participation, giving generously of time and talent. Critics are properly concerned when some schools produce few graduates who go on to become or practice as traditional lawyers (some as low as 26 percent), [31] but I do not despair when I see these figures, provided they reflect a genuine choice of the graduates, not a choice forced on them by failure to navigate the bar processes, whether the examination portion or the moral character and fitness components of becoming lawyers.
There can be no doubt that some shrinking of individual schools and the overall enterprise is in order, and more attention to stricter-not looser-entrance requirements for starting new schools, including much more detailed needs analysis for regional schools and expansionist ambitions, especially for those existing schools that wish to cross state borders for satellite and branch campuses.
The seven-year re-accreditation requirement, with many schools on chronic report-backs for failures to meet criteria, should be tightened, not subjected to less regulation. Schools that repeatedly fall short of program criteria should be placed on probation, and chronic-failure schools should be subject to more-and more meaningful-scrutiny. Such a gentlemen's agreement leads to virtually no school having its taxi medallion taken away; the laxity at the front end leads to almost no schools being de-certified. At the level of individual schools, more vigorous attention to the placement functions needs to be paid at most schools, not just for recent graduates but for alumni who find themselves in need of career services assistance when their own practices are harmed by the contraction of the legal employment system. Whether or not law schools accede to consumer regulation, developments in this area will affect legal education the way that they have in undergraduate education generally. [32] And faculty productivity could be increased, in ways that better allocate research and teaching assignments, including class size and workload policies, tools that have long been in the arsenal of administrators who usually make such assignments. It is the rise in administrative and support personnel that is a more readily apparent problem, not the behavior of faculty. This is not an embrace of business as usual, but all of these small considerations will require the full attention and governance of a full-time and engaged faculty. No permanent or systemic change will occur within a part-time or contingent faculty, churning through as they seek better opportunities.
I bear in mind that I am making this case to people who read Radical Teacher and who may harbor doubts about the efficacy of internal problem-solving remedies. But that is not my premise. I do not think that the restructuring of legal education will go away and that the legal markets will reappear, in time to save us. But I also do not think that Armageddon will arrive, and so I urge caution, especially in the downsizing and internal reallocations of institutional personnel that are occurring. It is not radical or convincing or sexy to suggest that cautious reorganization and some size reduction are doable for most schools, but these routes are likely our best paths out of the slow slide that began when we still felt that our world would always be as good or better. And I foresee no value in loosening accreditation requirements; indeed, I would make them more exacting and demanding, especially as they develop enrollment projections and service areas.
This decision-making is how most law faculties determine their own fates, with none of the featherbedding or greedy considerations suggested by critics as the prerequisites. We need collegial governance not just in the best of times, when it is easy, but in the worst of times, if that is what these times are. Just as the Yeshiva case misapprehended how normative academic decision-making is actually undertaken, as if the faculty were the drivers of all the institutional decisions, so that they are really elided with management, and cannot collectively bargain in private colleges; [33] so bloggers and critics have resorted to anecdotal stereotypes of faculty self-interest and selfishness that do not ring true, and do not square with my own experiences of service on the ABA Council, the AALS Executive Committee, the Association's Membership Review Committee, and eighteen site inspections.
I have cursed my share of darkness over the years, especially during my Dirty Dozen days, but I never really expected that such fist-shaking would convince others to my view. Naysayers and those who would fundamentally reconstitute legal education should have no such illusions, either. At the least, suggestions for improvement should demonstrably improve the situation before us, and do no overall harm. In my view, making law faculties more contingent and part-time, leaving them more subject to top-down decanal or institutional governance, and loosening further the minimal accreditation standards and federal government loan program requirements will do great harm to law schools and law school graduates. We should not belittle legal education's accomplishments, just as we should not overlook its weaknesses or inefficiencies or inequities. The bell will toll for all of us, even if we do not always hear its loud peals. .pdf.
